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A bobcat dines on a deer carcass in the Goldhabers ' backyard on Stonewall
Road. To see a video of the encounter, go to the blog section of our website.

sunning itself on top of a log, contentedly licking
its paws. We were very excited at the time. Stonewall Road borders the Claremont Canyon Regional
Preserve and many of us, especially on the uphill
side, witness wildlife in our yards. No need to go on
Safari.

Rare sighting of a bobcat in Claremont
Canyon by Marilyn Goldhaber
ONEMORNING
LAST DECEMBER
I awoke to witness
a bobcat scavenging a deer carcass right outside
my upstairs window. At first glance, I noticed
just the carcass, then, doing a double-take, saw
a large bobcat (Lynx rufus) slinking up from our
agapanthus bed toward it's meal. With my smart
phone nearby, I giddily began filming as the scene
unfolded.
Three days in a row the cat returned to the spot
and my husband and I watched fascinated. On day
three we managed to get some help and carted the
carcass down to the street for pick up (that's another story). It was then that we realized the deer was
probably a juvenile and the cat was not so terribly
big after all. We don't know whether our bobcat
(Lynx rufus) or some other animal (a coyote or
cougar) made the kill. We kept our dog inside for
a while.
Sightings of bobcats are rare, however, these
shy animals are common in the Bay Area. Our
bobcat appears to be a resident of Claremont Canyon. Other neighbors along Stonewall Road where
we live likely saw the same animal. Two years
earlier, my next-door neighbor filmed a bobcat

UC Professor finds gene for Monkey flower
by Marilyn Goldhaber

MONKEYFLOWER
IS BLOOMfNG
in coastal scrub areas
all over the Claremont Canyon. Look for a lowlying bush with an abundance of small gold-orange,
trumpet-shaped flowers and reflect upon the neat
synergy this native plant has with our native bees.
UC Assistant Professor Benjamin Blackman studied
two forms of monkey flower found in California,
Mimulus guttatus and Mimulus lewisii (note, other
names also apply). In a paper released in March, he
reported discovering the gene that allows pigmented
spots to act as 'bee landing pads' attracting
nearby pollinators. Our local sticky monkey
flower, Mimulus aurantiacus, more common in
Claremont Canyon, is less likely to display spots
but nevertheless is well-known to attract bees and
hummingbirds for pollination.
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